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Glenn Robinson explains how to use the SNDDST command

The SNDDST command allows you to send emails to internal and external internet address from the 5250 command line or from within a CL
program. In its native form, using the *LMSG parameter, SNDDST allows the email text to contain up to 5,000 characters including the new
line and new paragraph controls, :/N and :/P. It is also possible to send files as attachments using SNDDST. In order to do this the file must
be stored in a folder, i.e. in the /QDLS file system. You access the folders via the WRKFLR command.
One thing to note is that the QDLS file system uses DOS file naming conventions so you're limited to 8.3 format file names. Let's say we
have the following: 1. A database file called ATTACHFILE in library GLENN 2. A folder called ATTACHFL - CRTFLR FLR(ATTACHFL) if
you need to create it 3. An email recipient who's email address is glenn.robinson@lifeit.co.uk
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Web Enablement skills include
IBM HTTP Server

Firstly, we need to get our database file in to a format that
SNDDST can recognise so that it can send it. To do this
we use the Copy To PC Document command.
This will take ATTACHFILE and put it in to our folder,
ATTACFL, and call it ATTACH.TXT. Now all we need to do
is create the email and specify that we want to attach a document.
Note that we use the TYPE(*DOC) parameter to specify that we
are sending a document object rather than *LMSG which specifies
that we are sending a Long Message (basically a normal email).
The MSG parameter provides you with 256 characters of email text
but you cannot use the :/N and :/P functions as you can in an *LMSG.

(powered by Apache) configuration

ASF Tomcat and OS/400 integration
Java Server Pages/Servlets
Net.Data

Web to legacy application integration
WebFacing

RPG CGI programming

SNDDST TYPE(*DOC)
TOINTNET((glenn_robinson@LifeIT.co.uk))
DSTD(X)
MSG('This contains a file attachment')
DOC(ATTACH.TXT)
FLR(ATTACHFL)

The DSTD parameter is a real annoyance, you cannot leave it blank otherwise the command will fail, you can put anything in
this field, the recipient won't get to see it. Quite a common use of this feature is to send spool files as attachments. To do this
follows the above procedure but use the CPYSPLF command to convert the spool file in to a database file first. Once done
use the CPYTOPCD and SNDDST commands as specified above.
In order for the SNDDST command to be able to send to internet recipients
you will need to ensure that the following are in place on your system:
1. You have user in the system directory that can be used to route SMTP mail...

For more details on the services
Quattro Consulting can provide visit:

www.quattroconsulting.co.uk
Telephone 07071 700400

Email information@quattroconsulting.co.uk
PO Box 3080, Southam CV47 1WD

Quattro Consulting Limited believes that the information in this publication is

accurate as of its publication date. Such information is subject to change without
notice. Quattro Consulting Limited is not responsible for any inadvertent errors.
All trademarks are the property of their respective companies.

CPYTOPCD FROMFILE(GLENN/ATTACHFILE)
TOFLR(ATTACHFL)
TODOC(ATTACH.TXT)

ADDDIRE USRID(SMTPRTE INTERNET)
USRD('SMTP Routing entry')
SYSNAME(INTERNET)
PREFADR(NETUSRID *IBM ATCONTXT)
Note that the USRID can be anything you want e.g. USRID(MAILUSER ISERIES)
2. The user in the system directory must be specified in the Distribution Attributes...
CHGDSTA SMTPRTE(SMTPRTE INTERNET)
3. The SMTP server TCP/IP function is active...
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*SMTP)
Depending on how your organisation has configured it's email environment that should be all
you need. For any further help on this, contact me on the email address below.
Written by: Glenn Robinson, Director of Quattro Consulting and regular technical
contributor to iSeries News. glenn.robinson@quattroconsulting.co.uk
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Quattro
Consulting
update IBM
accreditation
With over 50 years collective
experience working on the IBM
platform, Quattro consultants Glenn
Robinson, David Sefton and Mark
Reeves recently updated their
IBM eServer Certification
accreditation.
Glenn Robinson achieved the latest accreditation for:
iSeries Technical Solutions Design,Technical Solutions
Implementation, System Administrator and iSeries Linux
Technical Solutions.
Mark Reeves and David Sefton achieved the latest
accreditation for: iSeries Technical Solutions Design
and Technical Solutions Implementation.
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Win an
iPod 20GB
Get connected and join the latest music
craze with Quattro and iSistance News.
Win the super sleek, ultra sexy and
undoubtedly the most stylish iPod
available today, the iPod 20GB.
With over 300 hours of music memory (32MB equals 30 minutes
of playing time) your entire music collection is held in the palm of
your hand. This is without doubt the next ‘Must Have’ toy. As are
Quattro, the ‘Must Have’ team of iSeries consultants.

6 chances to win
• Simply recommend a
friend in the iSeries
community (who works
outside your company),
to receive a copy of
iSistance News on a
regular basis.
• Recommend a friend
and every two months a
winner will be drawn at random.
• Six winners will be announced over the next 12 months,
one in each issue of iSistance News.

www.isistance.co.uk
• Visit the iSeries website and log on ‘Win an iPod’.
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Feature article
High Availability in iSeries
Fingers Crossed - Part 1

OK, it’s not rocket science to figure this out – but the HA product had
been reconfigured and was hitting problems when trying to change
receivers and the messages were well and truly buried. I recently
performed an audit at a different site and found again that a
configuration error had prevented receiver-changes for the system
journal (QAUDJRN) for the best part of a year! I know this is really
something normally sorted during implementation, however I have
successfully migrated seasoned HA Customers to a user-ASP for their
journaling, with very clear and immediate benefits.

In my working week I come across many users of High Availability (HA)
products who will say: “we have product xxx installed so we’re covered”.
While chatting about things and asking some key questions I usually hit
upon at least a couple of issues likely to compromise a switchover to the
standby iSeries server. In this article I will outline some of the more
typical of these and be focussing on post-implementation. Note that the
topics discussed here will apply to any iSeries server which is replicating
updates to a hot-standby – regardless of the actual HA product in use;
also note that many products will have built-in features to assist with
dealing with some of these issues (although they are not always in use).
I will not discuss product-specifics here though, since that information
will always be very dynamic due to product-updates and new releases.

Configuration considerations
Journal – yes, it is worth planning properly!
There are well-documented technical reasons for configuring user-ASPs
for journaling where throughput is high (these are still relevant at version
5 with current technology); however if you have limited resources,
configuring a user-ASP with a single disk unit may prove unwise.
Detailed technical discussions aside there are straightforward benefits
like being able to see clearly the disk space currently occupied by your
receivers. I recently came upon a situation where a new Customer was
only using the system ASP and was suffering because space was being
eaten-up.
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Some “System” objects should be replicated

What’s your HA strategy? Are you really covered?
Or are you crossing your fingers and rubbing
your lucky rabbit foot?

David Sefton looks at HA on iSeries
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Don’t forget that things like subsystem-descriptions, job-queues,
line-descriptions, authorisation-lists, user-profiles etc. all need to be the
same if the standby system is assuming the identity of the live server.
These should be part of the HA configuration but clearly separate from
business applications. It also helps if the communication lines use the
same hardware resource on both systems, otherwise there could be
potential problems once switched (some products dial-out during normal
processing and need to know what to use). Either way, you need to take
a holistic approach to replicating your system rather than concentrating
on a handful of core applications.

Files / data areas holding system-specific authorisation
codes for applications should not be replicated

During many site-visits I hear the comment “we don’t use the IFS”, on a
number of occasions I have discovered otherwise. Many modern
applications (especially those running Java) will be using objects
residing in the IFS. This means two things. (i) You need to identify them
and make sure they’re in your HA configuration. (ii) You need to check
for this when any new application is rolled-out; a statement from the
vendor would help. This should really be highlighted during a
change-control process, which should involve the HA technical team
(if you have one) since they need to know if there’s anything new to
replicate. You also need to think about verification checks to ensure IFS
(application) folders are in-step if you switch.

File triggers
Many applications make use of triggers – these need to be the same on
both systems and need to be part of a verification check.

Do you need key spool files once switched?
If the business needs access to reports already printed then they should
be replicated to the standby system. I would normally set this up as a
separate environment to make management easier.

Housekeeping
Any application potentially leaves a lot of historical data lying around;
some are better at cleaning up after themselves than others. Ensure the
HA application is configured to do this if possible. A heavy backlog of
historical transaction-processing data may cause delays during a
switchover, it could also prolong installation of a new release of the HA
product. Get into the habit of checking for old ‘expired’ transactions –
they could also be a pointer to a hidden problem.

Ideally Operators need real-time monitoring to be on the ball

Stored procedures are being used in many modern
applications – beware!

IFS (yes, you are using it) you may need to replicate
some folders

AS/40

Operational/Management
considerations

Ok, I know most of you have this covered, but its worth remembering –
I still come across situations where there is a problem with an
application after a switchover – compounded when the Customer
doesn’t have 24x7 support cover from their application provider (how
many of you run a planned switch in office hours?). This typically
happens long after the initial implementation and support teams have
been distracted by rollout of new applications or product updates. Make
sure you work with your suppliers to maintain an up to date record of
your codes and where they are held – for all of your applications across
all systems.

Many modern applications (running across platforms) will make used
of stored procedures. This means that once you’ve switched, an
application on a remote server, which needs to run a process on your
standby iSeries, must be able to find it and run the correct version
(ideally from the same library). This means that all procedures registered
on your live system must also be registered in the same way on the
standby system. It’s worth building-in a check of this when setting-up
periodic verification-checks.

Series &

Are you generating unnecessary traffic? (You may not
need to replicate everything!)
It is good practice to revisit this periodically, during a scheduled HA audit
at the very least. I have come across a couple of situations where
frequent backlogs were eliminated by excluding transient data in work
files. Your application vendor can help with this – ask for a list of work
files / anything which doesn’t need to be replicated. If certain information
would be rebuilt as part of ‘application-recovery’ after a switch then you
need to ask is it necessary to be sending real-time updates for that part
of the application. At a higher level – are there any test or development
environments where updates to non-critical libraries are generating
unnecessary traffic? Are there any previous versions of a database that
should actually be removed?

If you suffer an unplanned outage the chances are you’ll be missing a
few transactions that were either part of an incomplete commit-cycle or
simply queued on the sending system. The last thing you need is to find
you’ve lost a great many more than that due to inactive processes or
jobs suffering due to an error or performance problem. One of the
comments I heard a while ago went something along the lines of
“…Operations ended the data group but forgot to restart it and didn’t
realise until the morning - it took us most of the day to catch-up”. I can
also think of at least one instance where a planned switchover had to be
postponed due to a backlog, which would have taken many hours to
catch up, and so the switchover “window of opportunity” was missed
(this wasn’t even due to an error – just a job-scheduling issue). The
point here is that backlogs (either on the sending system or on the
target system) can present a real problem - both for planned and
unplanned switchover. The general comment that I get in response to
this is usually something like “… there is a check at 10am each day
and thereafter it depends if a problem is noticed”. This is entirely
understandable from the Operations viewpoint – they have a great deal
to manage (usually not just an iSeries) and cannot be sitting watching all
the time. The answer is to have some sort of monitoring in place and
where I have seen this in use it works well and forms an important part
of service delivery.
Part 2 - Next time in Issue i-006 of iSistance news ‘Ways to facilitate a
smooth HA switchover.
David is an iSeries Consultant with Quattro Consulting Limited and
can be reached by email at David.Sefton@QuattroConsulting.co.uk
Or, by telephone on +44 (0) 7071 700 400.
References - IBM iSeries HA homepage:
http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/ha/

System Directory - shadow it to standby?
Think about this – do you need entries to be same on both systems,
directory shadowing may be your answer; but you will need to manage
this during a switchover.
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